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Web Source Citations
MLA, works cited page:
Shaw, Ian. “Building the Great
Pyramid.” bbc.co.uk/history. BBC, 28
October 2002. Web. 6 May 2009.

MLA, in text:
“Few texts concerning Egyptian
engineering methods have survived
the centuries” (Shaw 1).

 No author: begin the citation with
the page title.
 No publisher: replace it with N. p.
(for No publisher).
 No date of publication: replace it
with N. d. (for No date).
 If the URL is absolutely necessary,
include it at the end of the citation,
like this: <www.url.com>

 No author: replace it with the title
of the page in quotation marks, like
this: (“Building the Great Pyramid”
1).
 No page numbers: only include the
author’s last name (or page title if no
author is given) inside the
parentheses, like this: (Shaw).

Chicago, bibliography:
Shaw, Ian. “Building the Great
Pyramid.” bbc.co.uk/history. 28
October 2002.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/
egyptians/great_pyramid_01.shtml.

Chicago, footnote or endnote:
Ian Shaw, “Building the Great
Pyramid,” bbc.co.uk/history, 28
October 2002,
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/
egyptians/great_pyramid_01.shtml.





No author: begin the citation with the document or page title.
Other missing information: include only as much information as you can
find, in the proper order.
Date of access: Only provide it for time-sensitive material. If it is necessary
to include the date of access, do it in parentheses at the very end of the
citation, like this: (6 May 2009).

APA, reference list:
Shaw, I. (2002, 28 October). Building
the great pyramid. bbc.co.uk/history.
Retrieved from
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/
egyptians/great_pyramid_01.shtml.
 No author: begin the citation with
the title of the page. In this case, the
date of publication will appear in
parentheses after the title.
 No date of publication: replace it
with n.d. (for no date).
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APA, in text:
“Few texts concerning Egyptian
engineering methods have survived
the centuries” (Shaw, 2002, p. 1).
 No author: replace it with the title
of the document in quotation marks,
like this: (“Building the Great
Pyramid,” 2002, p. 1).
 No date of publication: replace it
with n.d. (for no date).
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